Commercial

If you have leather furniture at home or
in your workplace that has years of use
left to give, but is looking tired and worn,
Zerodrytime can help...

leather restoration
Enjoy a brighter, cleaner, healthier workspace
with our leather cleaning & restoration services
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What we do for you

leather upholstery cleaning
restoration and recolouring

PROFESSIONAL CLEANING ANILINE RESTORATION
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Working with many different industries including
hotels, restaurants, offices and schools, our
cleaning, restoration and recolouring of all types of
leather can save your business a huge expense in
replacement costs. Plus there's no upheaval or time
lost due to closures as we come to you and carry
out all work on-site
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Over time, dirt and grime
can get into the grain of your
leather furniture and make your
much loved investment look
grubby and tired. Using our own
specialist cleaning products,
we can deep clean and reapply
a protective coating making
everything look as good as new

Aniline leather is a naturallooking type of leather that
can be porous and much more
susceptible to staining than
other leathers. Using professional
products and techniques we
are able to clean, remove
stains and restore the colour
to your aniline leather furniture

COLOUR RESTORATION

PET DAMAGE RESTORATION

Long-term exposure to sunlight
can cause serious fading and
colour loss to your leather
furniture that is impossible to
fix yourself. We can restore the
colour of your suite, whether its
small areas of colour loss or the
whole suite, that needs to be
brought back to life

Cats and dogs can cause a lot
of damage to leather furniture
with their sharp claws and equally
sharp teeth. Using specialist
techniques, we can repair most
claw marks, bite holes and rips
caused by pets, and restore the
furniture so it looks its very best
once more

CAR LEATHER UPHOLSTERY COLOUR MATCH SERVICE
Car interiors take a lot of wear
and tear from getting in and out,
not to mention the dirt and wet.
No wonder they can start to look
shabby over time. Our skills offer
a fantastic opportunity to get
your leather seats restored to an
absolute perfect finish!
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One of our recent leather restorations - worn and faded leather
benches seating up to 70 guests in a renowned city centre restaurant.
See the difference we've made compared to how this bench looked
before our restoration work
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Using the latest colour analysing
technology, we provide accurate
colour matched pigments to
assist our technicians in creating
the perfect repair. So whether you
are restoring a sun damaged sofa,
matching a replacement panel
or requiring colour to conceal a
cosmetic repair, we can help
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Contact your local leather specialist at

zerodrytime.com

Why restore leather ?
Existing sofa is comfortable, so why replace?
Save thousands in replacement costs
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Repair minor damage before it gets costly
Looks fresh and new again
Full leather colour match service available
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Most of our customers who discover our Leather
Upholstery Restoration service didn’t even know
it could be done
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Results of any leather furniture restoration will, of
course, greatly depend on it's current condition

A new leather suite can cost thousands of
pounds. Restoring or recolouring your existing
leather sofa will cost significantly less, and leaves
a surface essentially the same as the original
factory finish, giving you many more years of use

Before we can give you an accurate quote, we will
always need to arrange a visit so we can physically
see and test the condition of your leather furniture
You will get an honest, realistic opinion of what is
achievable and what you can expect from us

Give your worn, tired
sofas and chairs a new
the UK's leading leather
and restoration service
before

looking
leather
lease of life with
furniture cleaning
from Zerodrytime
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We don't need to take your leather
furniture away to clean or restore it!
Our specialist techniques means we can clean
and restore your leather upholstery in your own
home or at work, saving you the expense, time
and inconvenience of being without your furniture
Contact us today for a FREE no-obligation quote

